Immunocytochemical localization of the myelin-associated glycoprotein. Fact or artifact?
Immune staining for the myelin-associated glycoprotein (MAG) by the peroxidase-antiperoxidase technique in vibratome, paraffin and Epon sections of peripheral nerve resulted in a periaxonal ring of immune reaction product and an absence of staining over compact myelin. The thickness of the periaxonal rings of staining in Epon sections were similar when axons were surrounded by single Schwann cell processes and when they were surrounded by compact myelin sheaths. Thicker rings of periaxonal staining were present when axons were surrounded by multiple layers of uncompacted Schwann cell membranes. When swelling of the Schwann cell periaxonal cytoplasm separated the periaxonal Schwann cell membrane from compact myelin by distances that could be readily resolved in the light microscope, immune staining for MAG was found over the periaxonal Schwann cell membrane but not over compact myelin. Biochemical experiments in which myelin or MAG was treated with sodium ethoxide and hydrogen peroxide, under conditions similar to those used for etching Epon sections prior to immune staining, showed that the immune reactivity of MAG was stable to these treatments. Finally, a pre-embedding technique for immune staining at the electron-microscopic level showed MAG reaction product on the cytoplasmic side of Schwann cell periaxonal membranes and the membranes of Schmidt-Lanterman incisures and paranodal loops. These results confirm and strengthen the evidence from previous reports indicating that MAG is confined to periaxonal membranes, Schmidt-Lanterman incisures, paranodal loops, and the outer mesaxon of myelinating Schwann cells and is absent from compact myelin. These results are discussed in reference to a recent report apparently showing the presence of MAG in compact CNS myelin. Based on the data presented and discussed in this paper, it is concluded that MAG is located in specific non-compact regions of central and peripheral myelin sheaths and not in compact myelin lamellae.